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HISTORY
While most aircraft watchers are looking for the
Aurora to be a singular fantastic advanced
aircraft, there is good reason to believe it is
actually a 2 plane system. Secondly, Aurorais
not the proper codeword even though that word is
commonly and widely used to designate the
hypersonic system. The correct codeurord for the
system remains classified.

As best as can be determined at this point in time
there is a "mother' aircraft that we have termed
SR-75 and a craft - that is capable of hypersonic
speed - which is launched from the back of the
SR-75. This craft we ha\p designated XR-7.

You have the SR-75 model. You can also build
he fantastic XR-7, Testor kit No. 567, in matching
1172 sale to mount atop the SR-75. This makes
a most imoressive combination.

The SR-75 spans 97 feet 6 inches and is 160 fe€t
10 inches long. Power is four huge turbojets with
afterburners. lt has a 3 man crew: pilot; recon-
naissance systems op€rator and a reanivard
sitting faunch control officer to monitor the uariety
of loads which can be launched from the back of
fre SR-75. The SR-75 is capable of lvlach 3.5
and can fly reconnaissance missions as well as
being a 1u*n*91 gi;r:r'+lt. lt is likely he airplane has
tha abilify 13 r:,i:-,1.,;'ri'"' se*se niJclear materials,
and their lii::::g. '";:::*g highiy sensitiw gamma
deifet,}rs. :|".il r:ihq. si.3vicss. This, in today's
wcrli, is ii !.ei':", iinportant mission not only
be*efitir:g the United Stat€s but also other.nations
ccncsrnsd with protiferation of nudear wea2ons.

The airplane has been seen in ffight throughout
the LJnitod Statss - both night and day - and
appears to be operational. lt is said to have been
built by the Lockheed Cg5grration's Skunk Works
division. First flights we6-lrom the remote test
facility at Groom Lake, Nerada.

The Testor nnodels of bo$ the SR-75 and lhp
XR-7 are based upon the best information opBnly
available at tris time. A number of technological
guessos aro incorporated in the model designs
since the actual airplanes are still very secret.

REFERENCES

For additional information on hypersonic aircraft
see he following book: Aurora - The Penta-
gon's S*ret Hypaconic Spyplanc; llll-Tech
Sariee; Bill Sweebnan ; llotorbooks lnbmational,
Osceola, Wisconsin 54020 USA.

BEFORE STARTING
1. Study tre illussations and sequence of as-

sembly before beginning.
2. Decide how much detail you wish to add to
' your model and whether or not yotl intend to

modify or'convert'the basic model in any
way. Study carefully all available relerence
material before beginning to ensure an au-
thentic model.

3. Due to he amount of parts in this kit, do not
detach he parts from the runner of the parts
tree until you need trem. This helps avoid
confusion and lost parts.

4. Wien csmenting the parts together, check the
way one part fits togefter with another. This
assures a neat lob wih no surprises.

5. Always-remember when working with plastic
model cement and paint to keep your work
area well ventilated, The tumes kom plastic
modeling products can be harmful if inhaled.

PREPARATION OF PARTS
1. Newr tear parts off the runner (parts foe).

Use a Testor Hobby Knife; fingomail.clippers,
or a small wire cutters to rernove th€ parts
from the tree.

2. lt is possible someparts may require a little
attention with a file or sandpaper to ensdle a
propeq fit and neat app€arance. Hobby ftles
and Testor Hobby Sandpaper appropriate for
.model building are available in most good
hobby shops.

PAINTING
You can obtain an excellent finish on your model
using Tesbr products and paints. Deailed
descriptions of paint types and color are induded
on the pages that follow.
Good brushes are essenlial for proper detailing.
Testor brushes are recommended, included in this
kit, and are available at good hobby stores. Be
sure you haw he entire selection for all your
modeling needs. Always dean them in Testor
thinner, wash in soap and water, and stor€ with
brisdes upward when not in use.
Wash plastic parts before deaching them from
tre parts bee. Warm water ard liquid clshwash-
ing detergent will remow he oils left from the
manufacturing process. Let he parts dry and
aroid excessive handing. lmmediably before
painting, wipe the parts wifr a'trac rag' (avaibble
at auto parts stores) to remove dust ard lint.
Most small parts are best painted while still at-
tached to the parts tee. You can also detach
hem and hold with tweezers or'magic'tape
while painting. Paint in one c$rection only. lf your
paint is the conect hickness hush stokes will
disappear as fre color dries. lf the paint seems
too thick, thin witr T€sbr Paint Thinner. Wheels
may be detached from the parb tee and fit onto
toothpbks or matchsticks for painting. Just hoH
he paintbrush against the edge of the wheel and
rotrate the stick and wheel to obtain a neat finish.
L€t the paint dy completely before handling.
Whdn he parts are dry, q$€emble the model,
following the directions cliaely. Remember
cement will noJ hold srongly to paint€d surfacss.
Use your Tcstor Hobby Knife to caretully remove

"paint from.all surfacas to be cem€ntsd. After you
have gsse"mbled he model you can touchup
areaCu&E*oeaient might have maned the finish.. ;
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Tweezers will be useful in assembling the
many small parts in this kit. The type used
by postage stamp collectors is recom-
mended.

Liquid cement, Testor #3502, is recom-
mended for construction since it can produce
the neatest, quickest, and strongest glue
joints. Apply small amounts of cement,
using the tip ol a Testor fubdel 

',/€,sterNo.2brush, to the surfaces to be loined while
holding ths pans in place. D,o not use large
amounts of cement.

Note: Clear parts are best glued in place
with white glue. White glue will not mar the
plastic and thus results in a better ap,pear-
ance than conventional model c€ment.

The Testor Model Master paint system is
specially designed to be used on military
models. The Preliminary Painting instruc-
tions on this sheet indicate which Model
Mastercrlors to use as indicated by name
and Federal Standard (FS) number. These
colors are called out by bold italic type .
Wherever liodel lhster colors are not
applicable lhe required Testor color will be
called out by number and name in regular
bold type.

Use these drawings as a guide to locate the
parts in the kh. In the insiruction sheet
assembly steps the windscreen, for example,
will be called as 40E while the upper forward
fuselage will be named as 11C. Do not
remove parts f rom Parts Tree D until you are
ready to use them in an assembly step.
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COLOR KEY
A FS 17038 Gloss Bhck
B FS 37038 FIet Black
C FS 36375 Llght Ghost Gray
D FS 17875lnslgnla White
E FS3$STOllveIhab
F F530279 Da*Tan
G FS 17178 Chrome Sllver
H F533531Sp,nd
I No.1lGl Red
J No. 1124 Green
K l,lo. 1114 Yellow

I
I
I HAIN INTERIOR DETAILS

Prellmlnary Palntlng
Paint delails as shown before assembly.
Follow letter callouts and Cokcr Kay.
Assambly
1. Cement Main Landing Gear Box, 2D,

into placs. Follow with lhe Outboard
Gear Boxes,23D. Nowcementthe Left
Intake Ramp, 4D, and the Right RamP,
3D, into place as shown.

2. Cement the Nozzle Splitters,6C, into
the Nozzle Boxes, 7C, and then cement
the Boxes into the Lower Aft Fuselage,
1A. Now cement the Engine Aft Pipe
Bulkheads, 22D,lo the Aft Fuselage as
shown.

3. Give this assembly plenty of time to dry
before proceeding to Step 2. The Main
Landing Gear Box needs the most time
to dry since it will be supporting the
weight of the entire model once your
model is completed-

*



AFT FUSELAGE UNIT

Note: Decide if you will building your SR-75
to have the XR-7 mountsd on its back as
shown on page 10. lf so you must boro out
the two holes in the top of the Upper Rear
Fuselage, SB.
Prellmlnary Palntlng
There is no Preliminary painting required.
Assembly
1. Caref ully c€msnl the Upper and Lower

Rear Fuselage halves, SB and 1A,
logsthsr. After the parts have dried for
d short lime clear tape can be used to
hsld them together. Be neat.

COLOH KEY
A FS 17038 Glogs Bbck
B FS3m38 F/p,t Black
C FS 36375 Llght Ghost Gray
D FS 17875lnslgnla White
E FSgiUnTOfive hab
F FSSO279 Da*Tan
G FS 17178 Chronp Sllver
H F533531Spind
I ilo.1lfil Red
.t b.1124 Green
K 1{o.1114 Yelbw

Technlcal Note
The bulged uFper area of the SR-75 is cargo
area as well as fuel storage. hs use varies
with the mission requirements. As well as
carrying and launching the Mach 7 recon-
naissance aircraft the Testor Corporation has
named as XR-7 Thunder Dart, Testor Kit
No. 567, the bay can also hold and launch
satellite boosting rockets to plae nerv small
sized reconnaissance satelliles inio orbit.
The SR-75 is versatile and this makes it
valuable and cost effective in a time of
downsieed military budgets.
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COCKF{TTUB

Prellmlnary Palntlng
Paint the parts as shown before assembly.
Use a little imagination in painting the 3
instrument panels. The knobs should have a
variety of olors: red, yellow, green. Use
your good judgement. Paint the 3 Seats and
the Gockpit Tray,27D, as shown.
Assembly

Assemble the Seat parts as shown in
the first block of the painting panels.
Cement the Pilot's Control Stick, 31D,
into place. Nerl cement the 3 Seais
followed by the Panels, 28D, 29D and
30D.

1.



No.568

FORWARD UPPER NOSE

Prellmlnary Palntlng
Paint the edge of the View Glass, 32E, as
shown. lf you want to show your model with
the AerialRefueling Socket,33D, in place
then painl it as shown.
Assembly
1. lf building with the ARS, 33D, in place

you must cut the ARS panel out of the
top of the Foruvard Upper Nose, 11C,
where shown. Leave the panel in
place if you are not going to installthe
ARS in the relueling position.

2. Now carefully cement the View Glass,
32E, into place. Next cement the
Cockpit Tray lrom Step 3 into place as
shown on 11C.

FORWARD FUSELAGE

2N

>\

-.1

*c*

Prellmlnary Palntlng
None required in this step.
Assembly
1. Cementthe NoseGear Box, 12D, tothe

Lower Fonrvard Fuselage,9C, where
shown. Next cEment the Crush Spacer,
C10b, to the Lower Fonvard Fuselage,
9C.

2. Now carefully csment the upper, 11C, to
the bwer fuselage, 9C, as shown. Be
sure to guide lhe upper end of C10b into
the proper pl*e in the upper fuselage.
Allow the parts to dry before going to
Step 6.

CENTER UNIT

Prellmlnary Palntlng
None required in this Step.
Asscmbly
1. Carelully and neatly csment the lonrard
fuselage unit to the Aft unh. Set aside after
checking alignment and allow plentyof time
to dry. Overnight is best.



BASICAIRPLANE

Preliminary Palntlng
None required in this Step.
Assembly

2.

3.

Cement Left Lower Outer Wing, 18C, to
Left Winglet, 17C. Do the same for
Right Lower Wing, 16C, and Right
Winglet, 15C. Now cement the tip units
to the wings as shown.
Cement Pylon Connector Fairing Plug,
21C, to the fuselage taking care to see
that it fits well and smoothly whh top.
Determine whelher you want to show
your model in a conliguration with the
forward canard lifting surfaces in an

20D, into place where the Ganard
surfaces would have gone.

op€n or retracted position. Normally the Y-t/-a>-
canards are extended when the SR-75 "V,r-df-
is on the ground. lf extended, cement alrenurrvifr "- 

z
the Left Canard, 13C, and the Right /-,- -/ -f-Canard, 14C, into place as shown. A - ---'/ 

!

Canard surfaces fold back for high
speed flight and are used only for
takeotfs and landings. They provide
more pitch control authority in critical
low speed flight flight regimes.

13c

lf building without the canards extended,
cemsnt t-he Canard Fairings, 19D and ALTERNATTVE

a,*

COLOR KEY
A FS 170fi Gloss Black
B FS 37038 FIat Black
C FS 36375 Light Ghost Cray
D FS 17875lnslgnla White
E FSgtUTOlive Drab
F F530279 DarkTan
C FS 17178 Chrome Silver
H F933531 Sand
I No.llc):l Red
J No. 1124 Green
K No. 1114 Yellow

TechnicalNote
The SR-75 has a crew of three - on" tnotd
than the Lockheed SR-71. The third
crewman is the Launch Control Officer(LOO).
Facing rearward, the LCO communicates
with the pilot in the XR-7 and can determine
if everything is okay prior to the launch of the
XR-7 from the back of the SR-75. The LCO
is very importani to the coordination and
safety of launches.

COCKPITAREA

1.

2.

Prellmlnary Palntlng
Paint the parts as shown after determining il
you are goirg to build the graylblack test
aircraft or the all-black operational SR-75.
Assembly

Cement the Panel Fairings, 36D, 34D
and 35D, into place as shown. ll You
are building your model with the Canopy
Hatches,39E, 38E and 37E, closed
then carefully cement them into place as
shown in Figure A. Now cement the
Windscreen, rOE, into place.
lf building with the Canopy Hatches in
the open position cement the Wind-
scrsen into place first. Then carelully
cemsnt the canopies and Actuator
Cylinders, 41D and 42D(2), into place as
shown in Figure B. Work very carefully
and neatly and check parts for align-
ment whils the cement is drYing.

h'i*,

ALTERNATIVE

'[

Figure A Flgure B
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I NosE GEAR
Prellmlnary Palntlng
Paint the various landing gear parts and
doors as indicated. Be neat.
Assembly
1. Cement the lnner Nose Wheel Halves,

45D, to the Outer Nose Wheel Halves,
44D. Now cement these wheel and tire
units to the axles of the Nose Gear
Strut, 43D. Next, cement the strut into
place in the Nose Gear Box as shown.

2. Cut the Nose Gear Door Unit, 10C, as
shown. (lf you are building your model
with the landing gear up and the model
is to be hung lrom a ceiling then do not
build the landing gear and simply
cement the Door Unit, 10C, into the
fuselage.)

3. Cement the Door Hinge Links, tl6D (6 of
them) to the doors as shown. Now
ce;nent both doors into place. Carefully
check lor alignment and neatness.

1 0 MA'N LANDTNG GEAR

Buildlng Reference Note: This is a very
critical Step. Take your time and allow time
for the cement to set. All the weight ol your
model will be resting on lhese parts so work
carefully and slowly. When we suggest that
you allow the cement to dry we mean it. Be
patient! lf you plan on building the modd in
flight configuration then you can now cemenl
the Main Gear Doors, 54D, and the Out-
board Gear Doors, 5C, into place and in the
closed positions.
Preliminary Painting
For the Landing Gear Down configuration
paint the detail parts as shown in the lettered
callouts while referencing the Color Key.
Assembly
1. Gement the Retract Link, 53D, to the

Main Gear Strut, 52D, as shown. Allow
10 minutes for the cement to set a little.
Now cement the Main Gear Bogey, 51 D,
to the strut. Carefully check alignment
and set aside to dry.
Cement the Outboard Strut Wheels,
56D, to the Outboard Struts, 57D and
58D. Now cemenl the Outboard Strut
units inlo place as shown. Next cement
the Outboard Strut Cover Doors, 5C,
into place.
Assemble 4 Inboard Main Wheel Units
using parts 47D and tl8D. Next
assemble 4 Outboard Main Wheel Units
using parts 49D and 50D. Allow allthe
units to dry.
Cement 4 Main Gear Door Hinge Links,
55D, to each of the 2 Main Gear Doors,
54D. Check alignment and allow to dry.

Now cenw6lhe lnboard Main Wheel
Units to the Sogey axles. Align care-
fully. Set askle to dry.
Now cernent the Main Gear Doors to the
door openfulg in the f uselage. Line up
carefully.

7. Cement the Main Gear Door Strut and
Retract Link unit into the main gear box
as shown. The Main Gear Box glue
joint to the fuselage must be absolutefy
dry and secure!! Now cement the
Outboard Main Wheel Units to the
Bogey lnboard Wheel Unit axle $tubs.
Allow to dry overnight before placing the
weight of the model on the main gear.

5.

3.



SR-75 type craft reported seen over
Southern Callf,ornh ln 1991.
There are two ways to paint your SR-75.
Shown here is the flighttest scheme as
the plane may have appeared in early
days at Groom Lake. You can also
paint the model in allflat black paint
to depict an operational SR-75. The Decalg
model is more menadng in all-black
and the decals in the kit work with
either color scheme. lt is also an Decal 11
easier paint scheme to do.

Decal22
6 places

Decal 19

Decal 13

Decal 15

Ganard surlaces fold back lor high
speed flight and are used only lor
takeoffs and landings. They provide
more pitch controlauthority in critical
low-speed-f l(7 ht f light reg imes.

Decal8-"NOSTEP'
Located 54 places on
upper surtacs as shown.

Decal 25 Decal 25

Decal24 - red stripes
Cut lo l€rpth as needed
and carefully apply.

The easiest way to paint your model is
to apply the proper colors as shown.
Then spray with Testor No. 1961,
Gloss Clear. When that is dry and
glossy apply the decals. When the
decals are dry spray with Testor No.
1960 or 1260 flat finalfinishes.

Decal2T

Decal 25

Top Vlew

Decal 10

Decal 12l-o
*
!2co

6'
{

Decal 6
4 places

Decal 20

Decal 14

Decal 16

Decal 18
2 places

Decal 23
Refueling guiJes

Decal  2-GPSantenna

Paint all edges of SR-75,
top and bottom,
FSgm38 Fret Bt*k
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Paint panel
FS 33613 Radone Ten

Basic color is
FS 364/r(, Gull Gny

Paint upper panels
FS 3fi13 Sadome Tan

;3F
E9 ! t
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Paint Gunmetal
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APPLYING DECALS
1. After carefully masking clear areas, spray

entire model with the Testor ,rodet Master
gloss paint color called out for the overall
color as indicated on the instruction sheet.
Decals adhere best to a smooth and shiny
surface. The shinier the ftnish he smootrer it
is. Allow the paint to dry before going furfrer.

2. Select fp decals you plan to use and cut hem
from he decal sheet wih scissors or a Testor
Hobby Knife.

3. Working wifi only one decal at a time, clip he
decal in clear water for no more than fiw
seconds. Remove it from the water and place
on a dry paper towel for about one minub.

4. When the decal slides easily on the backing
paper, slide it to he edge of, ard onto, the
surface of the model wifr a soft Testq lldel
Itraster paint brush or lweezers. Remember
the decals are very hin and can be easily
ripped. Wo* slowly and carefully.

5. Once he decal is in the desired position apply
a small amount of Testor Decal Set #gBO4:
This willhelp the decal conform O any ineg-
ularities in ttre surface of tre model. Allow tre
decal to dry undisturbed. Should you desire to
purposely move it before it has dried, apdy a
little Decal Set to a soft brush ana pusfi ih6
decal slowly into the desircd position.

6. When the decals are compbtely dry
(usually or/ernight), apply a coat of Tesbr
ilodel necrer No. 19@ Lus*se Flat
or Testor No. 1260 Dulloot€ b th€ cntire
model. This will girre it an authentic, dull finish
and protect the surface of the model. When
dry carefully remove the masking from the
clear oarts.

Decal 17-4places

Decal lT-4places
on each inlet.

Basic color is
FS 36tttt(, Guil Gny

Bottom Vbw

Paint panel
FS 33613 Radorte Tan

Paint all edges of SR-75,
top and bottom,
FS 37038 Fts't Btack

DecalT

Decal 6
4 places

Decal  5-Splaees

Decal 6

Decal4 - 8 places

Decal lT-2places

Paint panels
F533613 tudqrcTan

Paint inlets and doors
FS34nl SAC BomberTan

Paint GunmrtalPaint all control surfaces
FS%076 tunz* Gny Paint panel

FS 33613 Radome Tan

Decal 25
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SR-75/XR-7 Comb lnation
The XR-7 Thunder Dart is conceived as a
hypersonic air-breathing vehicle capable of
Mach 7+ speed. lt is not orbital. The SR-75/
XR-7 1n2 scale modelcombination makes
into an out-standing model presentation. lt
illustrates a very advanced aeronautical
concept - the "mothership" and 'papoose" -
lhat actually dates back to World War ll. The
most receN and historically veriliable use of
the system was ths Lockheed M-12
mothership launching Lockheed D-21 Mach
3.5 drones. There were 3 successful D-21
launches from the M-12. The SR-75/XR-7 is
the latest use ol lhe system basics.

Further background
ft is not unusual for the United States
government to not admit to the existence of
advanced new aircraft flying in the skies.
This was done back in the 1950's when the
Central Intelligence Agency needed the
ability 1o overfly the Soviet Union. The
Lockheed U-2 was developed for that
mission and pedormed for many years in a
spy function. And to this very day later and
larger versions of the U-2, now designated
U-2R, still fly highly secret reconnaissance
flights into or around the borders of nations
considered potential war enemies of the
United States.

In the early days it was sufficient to merely
take photographs during the day. Much
work was also done lo develop better maps
of loreign lands so that in the case of war our
Air Force, Navy, and ground forces would
have good information. ln addition the
development of long range missiles required
precise targeting information so the missiles
would know where to go and could do it very
precisely. Later requirements made ELINT
or electronic intelligence gathering - radio
and radar signals and transmitter locations -
a very important need.

SR-75 Testor klt No.568

Satellites cams on line to do some of the
missions formerly handled by the aircraft.
Satell ites provide strategic intelligence but
have a number of drawbacks. They orbit on
a predic{able flight path so the enemy knows
when they are coming and stops his secret
activities or brings the equipment inside. We
do this at Groom Lake and at other test
installations ourselves. Manned airplanes or
reconnaissance drones do not have that
limitation. By their nature, if the launch spot
is not known, the enemy doesn't even know
where to begin looking. The launch of an
XR-7 type vehicle from the back of an SR-75
type mothership would be a means to keep
the precise launch point a secret. One of the
other problems with satellites is their optics
can be blinded with high-power LASER
devices aimed and fired from the ground.

To intercept a hypersonic vehicle requires an
interception system that can detect and do
extremely rapid mathematical calculations in
order to place an intercepting set of devices
where the recon plane is going to be. And
this whib that machine is moving at Mach 7+
airspeeds! Few nations can afford such
systems and even fewer can build them.

XR-7 - Testor klt No. 567
Ask to see this kit at
your hobby dealer.

XR-7launch pylon parts are included
in the XR-7 model kit. They are not in
the SR-75 kit.

Today's world also requires the ability to
remotely detect the location of nuclear
materials and weapons. This is very difficult
to do. Yet it was at one time difficuh to
detect infrared emissions as well. That
probfem was solved. Gammaenergy.from
radioactive materials are the most energetic
and easiest to detect. One must also
remember that radioactive materials produce
other effects on gases and materials around
them which might be easier to detect - those
effects become clues so to speak. These
sensors may be more effective at detection
than even would-be gamma detectors.

h would be a very foolish nation that did not
attempt to maintain nuclear surveillance in
today's politically f ractured world.

Launching a hypersonic vehicle from the
back of another craft makes practical and
operational sense. Much fuel is used in
getting an aircraft from ground level to an
operational altitude. That fuel can be saved
with an air launch. Lockheed demonstrated
lhis with the D-21 ramjet powered drones 25
years ago. Why not again but this time
higher and faster? Watch the skieslll

7'-,
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The Groom Lake, Nevada, test facility is also
known as Area 51 or Dreamland. Located
94 miles NNW of Las Vegas, it is rich in
aviation history. First built and used for the
fl ight test of Lockheed U-2 spyplanes and
the training ol Central Intell igence Agenry
pilots to fly them, it began its secret days in
1955. The base has neyerbeen out of
public view from hikeable ground locations
while the military counted on the remote
location of the facility to provide a major part
of the security. You simply cannot see the
base from any highway in the area. The CIA
precursors to the SR-71 , the A-11 and A-12,
first flew from Groom. They were followed
by the F-1 17 stealth fighter and numerous
first flights yet to be revealed. Rumors
persist that even extraterrestrial UFOs have
been worked on in the Groom area. Many
people labored long and hard in total secrecy
to test and lly remarkable machines.
Perhaps, wilh the Cold War now over, they
can finally tell their lamilies where the;r
disappeared to for weeks at a time. We
salute these dedicated people. Bravol

Clearly shown is runway 14-32(magnetic).
This facil i ty is where the CIA U-2, CIA A-11,
USAF F-1 17 Stealth Fighter and what is now
known as Aurora first flew. Note the &52 on
the ground at top center. The scale of the
photo at right is very close lo 'l inch equaling
3,2901eet.

To see how the base looked 20 years later in
1988, see the instruction sheet of the Testor
kit No. 567 Thunder Dart. The 1968 ohoto
here and the Russian 1988 photo are the
same scale and when placed side by side
clearly show the changes in this once very
secret base. You wil l see how the runway
was lengthened and changes in the base
housing structures. No true secrets are
revealed in either ol these screened
photograph ic reproductions.

The photograph at right was purchased in
1984 from the National Cadographic Inlor-
mation Center of 345 Middlefield Road,
Menlo Park, CA 94025. This is a U.S.
government agency and office.

The photo shows the test facility at Groom
Lake, NV, as it appeared on 28 August'1968.
The photo is frame 2-147 trom roll GS-X-
VBSL. You can order this photograph from
the above office.

"";
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ruRil P1ASIIC
lllrc$IE1000
...or magnesium or titanium
or even burnt iron. New Model
Master Metalizeri, paints allow you
to authentically duplicate almost any
natural metal "olate' f inish.

Premixed for airbrushingin 1/2 oz
bott les, Metal izer* includes a wide
range of buff ing and non-buff ing
metallic colors. Spray Metalizer'" with
your airbrush (internal or external
mixJ on clean, unpainted plastic
model parts, let dry for about ten min-
utes, and then buff to the desired
sheen with facial tissue or a soft cloth.

Subtle variances in color-that
t ru ly dist inguish your model-are
obtained by refining your buffing
technique. Buff vigorously for one
kind of effect, softly and easily for
another. lf you're painting an aircraft
wing, for example, reflectance and
tone can be precisely delined f rom

panelto oanel ,  An automobi le
engine, with al lof  i ts metal  parts,  also
is a perfect application for Metalizerl"
Add decals to a surface painted with
Metal izer" in the usualwav

Look for the Metalizer'" merchan-
diser and informative rnstruction
booklets on top of the Testor Model
Master paint racks in your favorite
hobby store.

The Testor Corporation
620 Buckbee Street
Rockford, l l l inois 61 104

10139 3

N.4odel oy: N,4ike Fr i tz "  l ' . { : ; { :4*r4i" ,r  .

' [ ,4an. lactu'ed urder r tcense from Met6l izer Products
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